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According to a report published Aug. 30 by NEW YORK TIMES correspondent Stephen Kinzer,
legal political parties in Nicaragua, which range from extreme left to militant conservative, "burst
into activity" last week as a result of the newly signed Central American peace accord. Most of their
energy, however, was directed against each other. For the four other Central American countries
who signed the agreement and for the US, one of its most important stipulations is the call for free
elections, to be held under international observation. The assumption is that the Sandinistas would
lose at least some power in free elections. Political parties in Nicaragua have traditionally been
unable to unite, and this characteristic was evident last week. The issue was who would represent
the opposition on the four-member National Reconciliation Commission created by the peace
accord. Under terms of the accord, one of the commission members was to be an anti-Sandinista
politician chosen by the government from a list of three provided by opposition parties. The other
members were to be a government official, a Roman Catholic bishop and a prominent private
citizen. Catholic leaders quickly nominated three candidates and from them, as expected, President
Ortega selected the country's leading religious figure, Miguel Cardinal Obando y Bravo; he also
chose the government official and the private citizen. But the opposition parties showed no such
discipline, instead arguing for days over which three politicians to nominate. Unable to agree,
they split into rival blocs and submitted two separate lists of three. Ortega said this put him in "an
uncomfortable position." According to a member of the Conservative party, the opposition showed
"our traditional lack of political maturity." Last week's events suggested that even if full political
freedoms were restored in Nicaragua as required by the peace accord, anti-Sandinista leaders
within the country would have difficulty uniting into a formidable opposition front. And if the peace
accord provisions are actually put into effect, exiled politicians will be allowed to return and join
the election campaign, which could only complicate the mix. Many of them have their own political
ambitions, including contra leaders Adolfo Calero, a strong conservative; Alfonso Robelo, a social
democrat, and even the flamboyant and eccentric former guerrilla, Eden Pastora. The prospect of
such an atomized opposition is quite encouraging to the Sandinista front, which may be the only
political party in the country that has not only a popular base but also a united leadership. Ortega's
choice as the opposition member of the new National Reconciliation Commission was Mauricio
Diaz, who unlike more militant dissidents, has never urged Sandinista negotiations with the US-
backed contras. His selection drew angry protests from some rival opposition leaders. Diaz was
portrayed as a tool of the Sandinistas. In an interview, Diaz denied that his Popular Social Christian
Party was in any way controlled by the Sandinistas. He said he will propose not only an immediate
and to press censorship and a decree limiting the state of emergency to war zones, but a general
amnesty for the 8,000 prisoners accused of political offenses, including more than 2,000 members of
the defeated National Guard. The reconciliation commission is assigned only to monitor compliance
with the accord inside Nicaragua, and it will be up to an international body to oversee other aspects
of the plan.
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